7.2.1 A) Title of the Program Free Legal AID
Objectives : 1. In the rural area free legal AID is provided to the needy people
2. Survey is conducted in the village to make people aware about their rights
and facilities given by government
Context: 1. Our law college is contribution to it 2. Record of event is
maintained 3. Problems are solved by different ways 4. Survey in the adopted
village is done
Practice : 1. Legal AID advice programme is continued in the academic year
2018-19
2. Survey and reserved is done is adopted village
B)Evidence of success-Records of the survey, legal AID and literacy program is
properly maintained. C) Problem encountered 1. Due to illiteracy villagers
hesitate to tell their problem. 2. Villagers don’t have other source of income
instead of daily wages. 3. Villagers are not willing to disclose in open platform.
4. They are depending upon agriculture income.
Title:- Book bank Scheme
Object1. This scheme is provided for only for marginalized Sc and ST Students. 2. Set
of books are available for them to be taken home completely free of cost. 3. To
improve educational and legal awareness amongst SC ST. 4.To strengthens their
participation.
Context: The main aim of the book bank is to make available the set of the
books as per the semester to all the students. As per the cost price of these
books are very high so students don’t purchase it but lend these Books from the
library, so by the rules of the lending only one book is issued for total one week
and after the book is returned back to the library so that other student will issue
that books. As per the scheme set of books are made available to the student so
they make use of it throughout the semester. At the beginning of the semester
the notice is given to the students to use the book bank facility. The Students
forward their request for book bank to the librarian by permission through
principal. So the set of books is given to these students and after the conclusion
of exam the books are returned back.

